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ABSTRACT

Aiitiferromagnetic chromium is known to have a surface magnetic phase transition at
a temperature 7^ = 780/C, which is well above its hulk Neel temperature, T.\ = 311/4".
Electronic structure calculations predict an enhancement of the magnetic moment at
the surface, due to changes in the local electronic environment. In order to ascertain
the role of such an enhancement in the surface magnetic transition, we have modelled
the surface by means of a classical Heisenberg model in which: n) the magnitude of a
given spin is equal to the value of the corresponding magnetic moment predicted by band
structure calculations, b) the exchange interaction J between spins is the same troughout
the system, and c) the exchange interaction is chosen HO as to reproduce the bulk transition
temperature. We find a a ratio of surface to bulk transition temperature of T-j/T^- = 2.5.
which is in excellent agreement with the experimental result. Our results suggest, that
the surface magnetic transition in chromium is driven by fluctuations in the orientation
of the magnetic moments and that quantum fluctuations play a minor role.
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INTRODUCTION

The itinerant character of the magnetism of transition metals makes the study of their
surfaces, interfaces, and thin films a natural arena for the investigation of the effect of
reduced dimensionality on both ground-state and thermal properties. In particular, the sen-
sitivity of their itinerant magnetic moments to the details of the electronic structure near the
Fermi level leads to magnetic ground-states which differ -in some cases substantially differ-
froni those of the bulk. In the specific case of chromium, electronic structure calculations in
surfaces and thin films1"' predict local magnetic moments which are four to five times bigger
than the bulk magnetic moment (libutk = 0.6/JB)- Recently, Turtur and Bayreuther8 have
found direct experimental evidence of a very strong enhancement of chromium magnetic
moments in ultrathin chromium films on iron. FFrom their magnetization measurements8,
they estimate magnetic moments of 4/.i/j, for submonolayer coverage, and of 3/xfl, for mono-
layer coverage. Other experimental estimates, however, give values of 0.5/IB to 1.0/j/)9 and
of ().fj±0.2/.j,;111.

At temperatures below Tv — 311 A' chromium undergoes a phase transition to a spin den-
sity wave state11 u . Klebanoff et a/'4 performed angle-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy
measurements on the (100) surface of chromium and found a magnetic phase transition
at a much higher temperature Ts = 780 ± 50-ft". Grempel2 and Hasegawafi have investi-
gated the finite temperature behaviour of the (100) chromium surface within the framework
of spin-fluctuation theory, using different variations of the static saddle-point approxima-
tion. GrcmpeH found a surface transition temperature Ts = 900/4", while Hasegawa6 found
Ts = 1180A'. In this paper we report on the results of our investigation of the surface
magnetic transition of chromium within the context of a model of interacting classical spins.

The physical point of view that we adopt here can be summarized as follows: we assume
that the magnitudes of the bulk and surface magnetic moments are equal to their T = 0
values throughout the range of temperatures investigated; we also assume that quantum
effects do not, play an essential role in the thermodynamics of the transition and regard
the moments as classical (i.e.., non operator) vectors; finally we assume that the effective
exchange integral, ,/, is the same throughout the system.

To investigate the resulting model we perform Monte Carlo simulations. In this way we
can get transition temperatures that are -for all present purposes- exact. This allows a direct
comparison of the model with the experimental results. The results of our calculations show
that one can understand the magnitude of the observed transition temperature as a direct
consequence of the enhancement of the surface moments. Our results also show that -for a
wide range of temperatures- only the first three layers are ordered. We also find that the
ratio of the magnetizations of the first two layers is essentially independent of temperature,

THE MODEL

Consider a finite piece of a body centered cubic lattice, described by the position vectors:

Rnin3( = niai + n2ay + l(a/2)x + A,, (1)

where a is the lattice constant, the indexes nt, n?, and I vary according to
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1 < n\ < N,

1 < u2 < N,

Kl< L.

(2a)

(2b)

(2c)

and

is a vector that shifts alternate layers. This describes a square box of width A'u and height
La. This box contains M2L In!ties sites. The index / labels layers parallel to the surfaces.

To each site we associate a spin vector &ni,,.j = SH. The magnitude of any of these
vectors depends only upon its layer index, that is, Sr,lT,j( = St. The energy of tlie system
can be written as

E=.l £ SR
(RR'i

(41

where the exchange constant J > 0. the sum is over nearest-neighbor pairs, and periodic'
boundary conditions are imposed in the J: and ;/ directions. One should note that spins
within a given layer are coupled to spins in adjacent layers and that there is no coupling
between spins within the same layer.

In order to completely specify the model we need numerical values fur the exchange
constant ,7 and the spin magnitudes Si- In what follows, we will assume that the magnitude
of the magnetic moment of a given chromium atom can be expressed a.s ;t lunction ol the
number of its nearest neighbors v\ and the number of its second- nearest neighbors 'V5.
In other words, we assume that the magnetic moment is delennined by U^.u-i). In this
notation a bulk atom corresponds to the pair (8, (>) An atom in a (100) surface corresponds
to the pair ('1,5). and so on. L, i/| — u^ space we mav define the "distance" t< to I he bulk a.s:

iProrn the results of Victora and Falicov'1 for both the (100) and (110) surfaces, as well
as their reference value for the bulk moment, we find the following straight-line fit to the
moment, ft as a function of (</|, i*j):

fijt,,!/;) - 0.64 + 0.476. (6)

The values for 5; can be obtained from Eq. (6). We note that, in this approximation, the
atoms in the third layer already have bulk magnetic moments. The value of the exchange
constant J can be obtained from the bulk transition temperature, in practice we take J = 1
and renormalize the spins so that bulk spins are equal to one. This is equivalent to a simple
change in the scale of temperature.

In the next section we present the results of our Monte Carlo simulation of this model.
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RESULTS OF MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS

We have used the standard Metropolis algorithm16'17 to perform Monte Carlo simulations
of the model described in the previous section. In our largest samples, N = 22 and M = 17.
In Fig. 1 we diplay the bulk susceptibility as a function of temperature. From the observed
peak we estimate a bulk transition temperature Tpj = 2.1, which is in good agreement with
the results from high-temperature series extrapolation18, {TV = 2.056). In Fig. 2 we show
the surface susceptibility as a function of temperature. We estimate a surface transition
temperature of Ts — 5.2. The ratio of the two transition temperatures Ts/T^ = 2.5.
The experimental value for this ratio is T$jTx = 2.51 ± 0.16. The spin-fluctuation theory
calculations of Grempel2 result in a value of Ts/Tu — 2.9, .vhile those of Hasegawa give the
ratio TS/TN •= 3.2C.

For comparison purposes, we have also performed mean-field calculations for this system.
From these calculations we obtain 7"v = 2.7 and Ts = 9.6. The corresponding ratio, Tg/T^ =
3.6, is far too high, as can be expected from the fact that fluctuations are far more important
in the surface transition. In Fig. 3 we show the mean field theory results for the absolute
values of the layer- magnetizations as a function of temperature. For the sake of clarity, the
ground-state magnetizations have all been normalized to unity.

In Fig. 4 we show the layer-magnetizations obtained from Monte Carlo simulations. The
curves are rounded-off near the transition temperature because of finite- size effects, specially
at the surface layers, where the effective number of spins is of the order of 2M2. We see that
the first two layers follow essentially the same curve, which means that the ratio of their
magnetizations is essentially temperature independent. This can be understood as follows:
if one were to neglect the coupling to the third layer altogether, then the first two layers
would be topologically equivalent to a single surface (on a square lattice at 45° from the x
axis). Although the coupling to the third layer cannot really be neglected, it is nonetheless
about one fifth of the coupling between the first two layers. Therefore it is not surprising
that the first two layers should act as a single entity.

Last ly, in Fig. o we show the magneti/,ation profiles for several values of the temperature.
The profiles are slightly asymmetric due to the statistical fluctuations in the simulation.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

In conclusion, we have found that the surface magnetic transition in chromium can be
quantitatively understood in terms of the classical fluctuations of the enhanced magnetic
moments. We have also found that -as far as the magnetic behavior is concerned- the
"surface'' is made up of the two topmost layers. Finally, as is to be expected from the
reduced dimensionality, mean field calculations are found not to be reliable for the kind of
system studied here.
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FIGURES

FIG. 1. Bulk susceptibility xa *s ^ function of tempi'mturp, ka'l'/J.

FIG. 2. Surface susceptibility \ s 'is a function of tempiTuturr. ku'l'/J.

FIG. 3. Absolute values of the layer magnetisations mi as a fun< tion of tempera! uiv. from
mean fiekl theory coniputations. In tiii^ Hsure all uround-statc inaffrK.'tizatioiis are normalized to
one.

FIG. 4. Absolute values of the layer magnetizations mi a.s a fund ion of temperature, from
Monte Carlo simulations. In this figure all ground-slate nsagut'tizat.ions arc normalized to one.

FIG- 5. Magnetization profiles irq as a function of layer number, /. for several values of the
temperature 1\ In the upper curve V < 7.,y. in the middle. < urve 7.v < ^ < Is- and m the lower
curve T > 7'i'.
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